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We describe the design and implementation of a compiler
that automatically translates ordinary programs written in
a subset of ML into code that generates native code at run
time. Run-time code generation canmake useof values and
invariants that cannot be exploited at compile time, yielding
code that is often superior to statically optimal code. But
the cost of optimizing and generating code at run time can
be prohibitive. Redemonstrate howcompile-time special-
ization can reduce the cost of run-time code generation by
an order of magnitude without greatly tiecting code quality.
Several benchmark programs are examined, which exhibit an
average cost of only six cycles per instruction generated at
run time.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we describe our experience with a prototype
system for run-time code generation. Our system, called
FABIUS, is a compiler that takes ordhmry programs written
in a subset of ML and automatically compiles them into
native code that generates native code at run time. The dy-
namically generated code is often much more efficient than
statically generated code because it is optimized using run-
time values. Furthermore, FABIUS optimizes the code that
dynamically generates code by using partial evaluation tech-
niques, completely eliminating the need to manipulate any
intermediate representation of code at run time. This results
in extremely low overhead: the average cost of run-time code
generation is about six instructions executed per generated
instruction.

Although not every program benefits from run-time code
generation, we have had little trouble finding realistic pro-
grams that run significantly faster-sometimes by more than
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a factor of four—when run-time code generation is used. In

some cases, the ML programs compiled by FABIUS even out-
perform corresponding C programs. For example, the BSD
packet filter interpreter, which the BSD operating-system

kernel uses for fast selection of network packets on behalf of
user processes [29], runs nearly 40% faster on typical inputs
when translated from C! to ML and compiled by FABIUS.

This paper describes our early experience with the FABIUS

compiler, with a particular emphasis on low-level optimiza-
tion and code-generation issues. We begin with a brief dk-
cussion of previous approaches to run-time code generation.
Then we describe, using a running example, some of the
compilation strategies implemented in FABIUS. Of course,
it will not be possible to catalog all of our design decisions

in this paper, but the example should illuminate some key
problems, insights, and implementation techniques. Next,
we present the results (both good and bad) of evaluating
FABIUS using several benchmark programs. We focus ini-

tially on two programs: matrix multiplication and network
packet filtering. Besides showing good results, these pro-

grams vividly illustrate the potential of this technology. We

then discuss briefly the performance of several other bench-

marks and mention the particular lessons learned from each.

Finally, we describe current related work in detail, and con-

clude with a number of directions for further research.

2 Previous Approaches

Like the informal principle of the time-space tradeoff, there
is also a tradeoff between general-purpose and special-pur-

pose programs. General-purpose programs are desirable and
even necessary for many applications. As a simple exam-

ple, consider the choice between a general numerical-analysis
routine and one that has been written specially for sparse in-

puts. The special version can be much faster, but might not
work well in cases where the inputs are dense. Since gener-

ality usually incurs a penalty in run-time performance, pro-

grammers still take the trouble to write efficient specialized
programs and use them whenever possible. Unfortunately,
it is not always possible to predict ahead of time whether

the specialized versions can be used.

Of course, these tradeoffs are aa old as computer pro-
gramming, and so is the idea of attacking them with general-
purpose programs that generate special-purpose code at run
time. For example, in 1968 Ken Thompson implemented a
search algorithm that compiled a user-supplied regular ex-
pression into an executable finite-state machine in the form
of native code for the IBM 7094 [35’J. This program was both
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general (because it accepted any regul= expression) and fast

(because it generated special-purpose code quickly).
Run-time code generation also led to notable performance

improvements in the areas of operating systems [4, 8, 26,

33, 36], method dispatch in object-oriented systems [1, 9,
13, 20}, instruction-set simulation [10], graphics [14, 31],

and many other applications. With the emergence of highly

dk.tributed and Web computing, more applications demand

software that is general-purpose, safe, and highly compos-
able. This trend has prompted increased interest in run-

time (and link-time) optimization and code generation as a
way to regain the performance advantage enjoyed by special-
purpose, monolithic systems [5]. Additional arguments for
run-time code generation have been well-summarized by Kep-
pel and colleagues [23, 24]

2.1 General-Purpose Dynamic Compilation

Despite the increasing attention, researchers have done rela-

tively little to automate and optimize the process of run-time

optimization and compilation. Indeed, existing approaches,
although quite effective for some applications, are them-

selves rather specialized and require significant effort on the
part of the programmer.

A standard approach is to provide programming support

for constructing representations of programs at run time,

and for invoking an optimizing compiler to transform such
representations into native code. This approach is relatively
easy to implement, and systems such as DCG [17] based on

this approach have been shown to be useful in interesting
applications. Using DCG, a C programmer can write a pro-

gram that constructs intermediate code trees and then in-

vokes a compiler back-end to translate them into optimized
native code that can be dynamically linked and executed.

Lisp systems have long provided programmer support for

this style of programming, using backquoted S-expressions
and eval. The advantage of S-expressions is that the pro-

grammer can specify the construction of Lisp terms at the
source level, rather than as intermediate code trees. A sim-
ilar features has also been implemented as an extension of

Standard ML [3]. Recently, Engler and colleagues added
support for this style of run-time code generation on top

of DCG, in a system called ‘C [16], with good results. An
even better approach is to design a programming language

so that run-time code generation can be performed without
programmer assistance. For example, in an implementation

of SELF [9], the system provides run-time compilation of
type-specialized versions of methods by simply postponing
most aspects of optimization and compilation until run time.

The problem with this basic approach is that the cost

of code generation at run time can be high, to the point
that the improvements gained by delaying compilation to
run time are eliminated by the cost of run-time compila-

tion. For example, DCG’S reported overhead of generating
an instruction at run time is about 350 instructions per in-
struction generated [17],

2.2 Templates

It is possible to reduce the cost of run-time code genera-
tion by “pre-compiling” (as much as possible) the code that
will be generated at run time. Previous work has focused
on the use of templates, which are seqtiences of machine in-
structions containing “holes” in place of some values. Code
is generated simply by copying templates and instantiating

holes with values computed at run time; templates may also
be concatenated to effect loop unrolling and function inlin-
ing. Several systems have used this approach with great

success, such as Pike, Locanthi, and Reiser’s bitblt com-
piler [31] and in Maasalin and Pu’s Synthesis kernel (27].

Until very recently, the use of templates has imposed a

significant burden on programmers. Templates and the code

that instantiates them are typically constructed manually,

which is non-portable and error prone. Recent work has ex-

plored the automatic derivation of templates from programs
written in higher-level languages. For example, the Tempo
system [11, 36] uses gcc to create machine code templates
corresponding to portions of ordinary C programs that are

classified as dynamic by a binding-time analysis. Chambers
and colleagues adopt a similar approach, using the Multiflow
compiler to generate templates for programmer-delimited

dynamic regions in Modula-3 programs [4, 8].

A major drawback of templates is that they severely

limit the range of optimizations that may be applied at run

time. A template fixes a particular instruction schedule and

chooses fixed encodings for instructions, which precludes op-
timization such as run-time code motion and instruction

selection. It is possible to pre-compile several alternative

templates for the same code sequence and choose between
them at run time, but to our knowledge this approach has
never been attempted in practice. Furthermore, instantiat-
ing templates involves a certain amount of overhead, because

a template is essentially a low-level intermediate represen-
tation of a code sequence. Instructions must be copied from

the template during code generation, and table lookup is

required to locate and instantiate holes. As we shall demon-

strate, this interpretive overhead can be largely eliminated.

2.3 Specialized Code Generators

We advocate a more general approach to reducing the cost
of run-time code generation that is based on ideas from the

literature on partial evaluation [21]. A partial evaluator is
a function (called mix for historical reasons) that takes the

code of a two-argument function, j, and the value of its
first argument, z, and returns optimized code for the result
of parhally applying f to x:

miz(j, z) = f.

The result of this optimization is code for a specialized one-

argument function, fz, that when given an argument, y,
computes the same result as f(z, y), but which does so with-
out repeating comput at ions that depend only on x.

In a similar way, partial evaluation can be used to reduce

the cost of performing specialization and code generation at
run time. If the text of a function f is known at compile
time, the (run-time) computation of ~z can be optimized by

specializing miz to f at compile time:

mix(mix, f) = mzxf

The result is the code for a specialized code generator, mizf,

called a generating extension, that can be used to compute
fz without the overhead of processing the text of f, but
retaining all of the optimizations. In essence, the code for
~ is “pre-compiled” away, so that it is not needed when the
argument x is later supplied.

The FABIUS compiler is not a partial evaluator, but it
does create specialized run-time code generators (aa gener-
ating extensions) that do not manipulate templates nor any
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other intermediate representation of code at run time. A
similar approach has also been employed recently by the tcc
compiler for ‘C [15, 32]. In contrast to t cc, FABIUS achieves
run-time code generation from completely ordinary ML pro-

grams (rather than depending on language extensions), and

is more systematic in its use of well-known techniques and

heuristics from partial evaluation. These include memoriz-

ation of specialization, unfolding of static conditionals, and

the residualization of static values in dynamic contexts [7].

3 The FABIUS Compiler

We have previously given a high-level overview of our ap-
proach, which we call deferred compilation [25]. The main

goals of deferred compilation are to minimize the costs of
run-time code generation while allowing a wide range of op-
timization in both the statically and dynamically generated

code. The goal of the FABH.# compiler is to determine the
feasibility of this approach, and to provide a way to test

various design choices.

I?ABIUS compiles a pure, first-order subset of ML with in-

tegers, reals, vectors, and user-defined datatypes. We chose
this language primarily for two reasons. First, we are in-

volved in a more general project to investigate the practi-

cality of ML for systems programming (specifically, network
protocols) [6]. Thus, we have a special interest in the opti-
mization of ML programs. Second, ML provides good sup-

port for expressing staged computations in a way that might
be usefully exploited by run-time code generation. When a
function j of type ~1 + (1-2 A 73) is applied to an argu-

ment x : ~1, it may be profitable to generate optimized code

for the result of ~(z) rather than simply building a closure.

Even though our current language is first-order, we allow

function definitions to use currying to express staging, and

then compile such functions into run-time code generators.

The restriction to a pure subset of ML is not fundamental

to our approach; it merely eliminates the need to analyze

evaluation-order dependencies, which simplifies implemen-
tation. Also, the lack of mutable data structures avoids any
need for an analysis of sharing or aliasing, and furthermore
allows run-time optimizations to copy values freely.

3.1 A Simple Example

We shall use a simple example, an integer dot-product fuac-
tion, to demonstrate how FABIUS constructs specialized run-

time code generators. The dot product of two vectors is sim-

ply the sum of the products of their corresponding elements.

In ML, it is typically implemented using a tail-recursive aux-

iliary function, as follows:

fun dotprod (v1, v2) =
loop (v1, v2, O, length VI, O)

and 100P (v1 , v2, i, n, sum) =
if i = n then sum
else loop (vi, v2, i + 1, n,

sum + (v1 sub 1) * (v2 sub i))

1The compiler i,qnamed after Quint us Fabius kfaximus, whO ‘as

a Roman general best known for his defeat of Hannibal in the Sec-
ond Punic War. His primary strategy was to delay confrontation;
repeated small attacks eventually led to victory without a single de-
cisive conflict.

The auxiliary function, loop, is parameterized by the vectors
V1 and v2, an index i, the length of the vectors n, and an

accumulating parameter sum that tallies the result.
The dot-product operation is an especially attractive can-

didate for run-time code generation because it is frequently

the innermost loop of long-running numerical computations.

Matrix multiplication, for example, is often implemented as

a triply nested loop: the outer two loops select a vector from

each matrix and the inner loop computes their dot product.

The vector selected by the outermost loop will be used to

compute many dot products, so it may be profitable to cre-

ate a specialized function for each such vector.
To see more clearly the potential for a code improvement,

suppose the value of the vector VI is fixed. Because the loop
index i depends only on the length of vi, which is fixed, the
loop can be completely unrolled. Then, constant propaga-

tion and constant folding can eliminate the computation of

(vl sub i). Because subscripting in ML requires bounds
checking, these optimizations can yield a substantial bene-
fit. Finally, if VI is sparse, a simple reduction of strength

eliminates the multiplication, addition, and subscripting of

V2 whenever (vI sub i) is zero. All these optimizations

can be performed only at run time, once the values of VI, i,

and n have been computed.

The fist step taken by FABIUS is to identify the “early”

computations that can be performed by the statically gen-
erated code and the “late” computations that must appear
in the dynamically generated code. This is a difficult task
to automate because it requires global knowledge of the im-
plicit staging of computations in a program. 2 For the mo-

ment, FABIUS relies on the programmer to provide simple

hints that allow a local analysis to uncover the required in-

formation. Syntactically, these hints are given by declaring

functions so that they take their arguments in curried form.

When a curried function is applied to its first argument—

referred to as the ~fearly” argument-it invokes a code gen-

erator to create a specialized function that is parameterized

by the remaining “late” arguments. FABNJS employs a de-
pendency analysis to extend this classification of function
parameters to the body of the function, thereby producing
an annotation of each subexpression as being either early

or late. For example, the dot-product function is annotated
as follows, where an overline indicates an early annotation
and an underline indicates a late annotation:

fun

snd

dotprod Z ~ =

T6@ (m, 0, length vI) (M, Q)

loop (n, 1, ii) (V2, ~) =

= ~ then sum
else G@ (iZ,-H, ii)

(v2, sum + ~i) * (v2 sub i))

Note the use of a curried definition to express the staging of
computation in the loop function. The variables i and n are
specified as early parameters, because they depend only on
the length of V1, so the conditional test is also early, and so
on. Function applications have also been given early anno-
tations, which is taken as an indication that they should be
inlined at run time. Determining the treatment of function

calls is actually a rather subtle problem, which we do not
discuss here. (See [25] for details.)

‘In particular, this staging analysis is more difficult than binding-
time analysis because an initial division of program inputs is not
supplied by the programmer [25].
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After annotating the program, FABIUS compiles it into

a register-transfer language, also containing early and late
annotations, which in turn is translated into a representation
of annotated MIPS assembly code. The annotated MIPS
code for the dot-product loop is shown below. (In the inter-
ests of clarity, we have substituted symbolic register names
and omitted the early annotations.3 )

loop: beq $i, $n, LI
Sll $il, $i, 2 ,
addu $pl, $vI, $il ;
lW $X1> ($pl) >
Sll $i2, $i, 2 ,
& ~, $i2($p2) ;

!@.1 $prod, $x~@

~ $sum, $sum, $prod—— _
addi $i, $i, 1

j loop

Ll: - $result, $sum

j $h-a —

Shift to scale index
Compute address
Fetch number

Shift to scale index
Fetch, immed. offset

Return

This code is actually a specialized run-time code genera-

tor. The early instructions are simply executed, but the
late instructions are emitted into a dynamic code segment,

as explained below. For example, when supplied with the
vector V1 = [1, 2, 31, the following dot-product function

is dynamically created:

lW $x2, o ($V2)
rrmlt $prod, 1, $x2

add $sum, $sum, $prod
lW $x2, 4($v2)
mult $prod, 2, $x2
add $sum, $sum, $prod
lw $x2 , 8($v2)

mult $prod, 3, $x2
add $sum, $sum, $prod
move $result, $sum

Even though this code is generated in a single pass by a
relatively simple code generator, it is extremely efficient.

All the loop operations are early, so the generated code is

completely unrolled. All the operations involving the vector
V1 are performed by the code generator, amd its elements
appeax as immediate in the emitted code. And because
the index (i) is early, the byte offsets used to access V2 are

hard-wired into the generated code.

3.2 Emitting Native Code

Emitting instructions is quite simple. FABWS adds initial-

ization code to the compiled program to allocate a dynamic
code segment; a dedicated register, called the code pointer

($cP), tracks the address of the next available word. Each
late instruction is translated into code that constructs the

native encoding of the instruction, writes it to the dynamic
code segment, and advances the code pointer,4 For example,

3There are other simplifications as well: we omitted the code for
subscript checkhg and run-time instruction selection, and used a sin-
gle pseudo-instruction for multiplication that actually requires mul-
tiple instructions to implement on the MIPS. Also, untagged inte-
gers are used in this and all other examples (see Section 5). The
sstute reader may notice that this code is not optimal: it could be
improved slightly by common subexpression elimination and better
pointer arithmetic.

4For ~~ciencY, multiple updates of the code pointer within a basic

block are coalesced.

~ $sum, $sum, $prod

is emitted as follows:

li $tO , x852020 ;

Sw $to, ($cp) ,
addiu $cp, $cp, 4

Instruction encoding

Write to code segment

Advance code pointer

Notice that no intermediate representation is required at
run time. Of course, emitting code and then immediately
executing it involves some subtle interactions with the cache-
memory system and the instruction prefetching mechanism,

which we discuss in Section 3.4. Overall, the cost of code

emission is about six instructions per instruction generated,
as additional overhead is incurred by run-time instruction
selection (described below) and a memorization mechanism

(discussed in Section 3.5).

Rather than loading a 32-bit immediate value (which

usually requires two cycles on the MIPS), the instruction

encoding could instead be copied from a template. Doing
so is slightly more complicated, because a pointer to the
template must be maintained in a register. Also, not all
emitted instructions have a fixed encoding. For example,
the following load instruction

& &&, $i2($p2)—

has an immediate offset that is specified by the value in $i2.

It is emitted as follows:

lui $to , X8C66 ; Upper half is opcode
or $tO, $tO, $i2 ; Load half is offset
Sw $to, ($cp)
addiu $cp, $cp, 4

However, because the MIPS restricts immediate values to
16 bits, this encoding is valid only when the value in $i2
is relatively small. The next section describes how FABIUS

employs run-time instruction selection to determine when

such instructions can be used.

3.3 Run-Time Instruction Selection

Much of the benefit of run-time code generation can be

viewed as a kind of run-time loop invariant removal: the ex-
ecution frequency of eaxly computations is reduced in a way
that cannot be achieved by compile-time optimizations. An-
other benefit of run-time code generation arises when early
values are used in late computations. In such cases, data-

dependent optimizations can yield code that is superior to
statically optimized code.

In the preceding dot-product example, the use of an im-

mediate-offset load instruction to load a value from V2 is cor-

rect only when the byte offset of the element can be specified
by a 16-bit immediate value. Otherwise, code must be gen-

erated to load the offset into a register (which requires two
instructions on the MIPS), followed by a register-register
addition and a load. FABWS therefore translates

& ~, $i2($p2)—

into the code shown in Figure 1.
FABIUS implements a number of similar forms of run-

time instruction selection. Of course, the benefits of such
optimizations must be weighed against their cost, but in
our experience their cost is quite low (because no interme-
diate representation is manipulated) and their benefit is of-

ten very significant. For example, run-time strength reduc-
tion greatly improves the performance of dot product on
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li

addu

li
Situ

j
Ll:

$tO, x8000
$tO, $i2, $tO 1

$tl, Xffff
$to, $ti, $to ;

$tO, $0, L1

$tO, $12, 16 ;
@, $to ;
$tO, $i2, xffff ;
@, $to “

$p2, $V2, $to ‘

g, z2)—
L2 —

$&, $i2($v2)—

Scale i2 for
unsigned comparison

Does i2 fit in 16 bits?

Get upper halfofi2
Load upper half

Getlower halfof i2
Load lower half

Figure 1: Specialized run-time instruction selection

sparse input by completely eliminating the computation of
sum + ~1 ) * (v2 sub i) whenever (vI sub i) is

zero. As we demonstrate e in Section 4.1, this optimization
allows the performance of a general-purpose ML implemen-
tation of matrix multiply to compete favorably with C code

designed specifically for sparse matrices.

3.4 Instruction Caching and Prefetching

Unfortunately, modern cache architectures are not designed

with run-time code generation in mind. Most memory sys-

tems employ separate data and instruction caches, and many
do not invalidate cached instructions when Memorywriter

occur, because itisaasumed that self-modifying code israre.
The run-time code generators created by FABIUS do not
modify existing code, but it is crucial that they be able

to reuse code space. Thus, invalidating or updating the
instruction cache is necessary to ensure that it remains co-

herent with memory.

Coherency mechanisms vary, but portability does not ap-

pear to be a major concern [22]. The cost of instruction-

cache invalidation varies widely, however, On the DEC-
station 5000/200, flushing the instruction cache requires a

kernel trap plus approximately 0.8 nanoseconds per byte
flushed [22]. Fortunately, it is relatively easy to amortize

this cost. Because F.mms-generated code generators do not

modify existing code, it is not necessary to flush individual

words from the instruction cache as new instructions are
written. Instead, when code is garbage collected the freed
space can be invalidated in a single operation.

We have encountered several other technical challenges
related to instruction caching. For example, w we have
shown in earlier sections, run-time “onstants” are com-

monlypropagated into run-time generated code, where they
appear aa immediate values. Pointers toheap-allocated struc-
tures may also be propagated, so a garbage collector must
update or invalidate code if the referenced data is copied to

a different location. This might be difficult, however; on the
MIPS a 32-bit pointer is split into two 16-bit immediate val-
ues whose location in the dynamically generated code can
be unpredictable.

Instruction prefetching also complicates matters, because

programs compiled by FABIUS interleave code generation

with the execution of generated code. Because instructions

are usually cached on a line-by-line basis, several locations
immediately preceding and following a run-time-generated

function may be cached when it is executed. But the instruc-

tions that will appear in these locations may not yet have

been written, so the cache will become incoherent. FABIUS

solves this problem by aligning each newly generated func-
tion to the start of an instruction-cache line.

3.5 Other Issues

In this section we mention some additional complexities that
we have encountered in the implementation of FABIUS. Due
to space constraints, we can do little more than hint at the

solutions we have adopted and possible alternatives.

The dot-product example shown previously is actually

quite misleading in its simplicity. For example, the treat-

ment of function calls was simplified by the use of inlining:

the tail-recursive call in the loop function was merely com-
piled into a jump to the start of the code generator. Curried

applications that are not inlined are instead compiled into

two calls, the first to a rnemoized code generator and the
second to the address returned by the first call. Memo-
rization is currently implemented using a per-procedure log
that records the entry points of previously optimized code

and the values that were used to optimize it. For efficiency,
values are compared using pointer equality to determine

whether code can be reused. However, this strategy causes

unacceptable duplication of effort in some benchmwks be-
cause structurally equivalent values fail to match,

One-pass run-time code generation is fundamental to our
approach. As we have demonstrated, FABIUS is able to com-

pletely eliminate the overhead of processing intermediate

code at run time by “hard wiring” optimizations and instruc-

tion encodings into run-time code generators. However, this
approach compromises our ability to generate high-quality
code. For example, it is surprisingly difficult to avoid creat-
ing jumps to jumps when generating code for conditionals

at run time. Other desirable optimization, such as instruc-
tion scheduling, are difficult to accomplish in a single pass

because the structure of the code is often determined by

dynamic inlining.

Improved register usage is a benefit of run-time code gen-

eration that bears mention. The use of symbolic register

names obscures this effect in the preceding examples, but it

can be observed by considering their live ranges. Although

early and late instructions are textually adjacent, they oc-

cupy different live ranges and may therefore use overlapping
register assignments. For example in the dot-product loop,
FABIUS assigns the variables VI and V2 to the same register.

Currently all register assignments are determined at compile
time, which makes instruction encodings easy to construct
at run time. However, this practice defeats some of the
advantages of run-time inlining: the registers that are free
at one call site may be unavailable at another. FABIUS is
forced to insert spill code around inlined code in several of

the benchmarks we have examined. We propose an efficient
solution to this problem in (25].

4 Preliminary Results

To evaluate the performance of FABIUS, we have experi-
mented with a number of small and medium-sized bench-
mark programs. Because the current FABIUS prototype does
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Figure 2: Time to multiply two n x n matrices (dense and sparse)

not yet have a gaxbage collector, the measurements we re-
port here do not reflect the cost of reclaiming data and code

space. Also, for reasons discussed in Section 5, we have not

yet implemented a tagging scheme for integers and point-

ers. We note, however, that these issues probably have only
a small effect on the measurements. For example, garbage

collection of the code heap is unnecessmy in the packet-filter
benchmark, and thus its absence is of little consequence.
These issues are discussed further in Section 5.

We executed the benchmark programs on an unloaded

DECstation 5000/200 that was equipped with a timing board

providing an accurate 12.5 MHz memory-mapped clock. Thk
machine was not run in single-user mode, and so transient

lbads caused occasional variation of execution times. To

minimize this effect, we selected the minimum elapsed time

observed during five iterations of each benchmark trial.

4.1 Matrix Multiplication

We implemented a simple integer matrix multiplication rou-
tine in ML using the dot product function described in Sec-
tion 3.1 and evaluated its performance, with and without
run-time code generation, on both dense and sparse matri-

ces. For comparison purposes, we also evaluated the perfor-
mance of two matrix mult implication algorithms implemented

in C. One was a conventional triply nested loop (in row-
major order) and the other was a special-purpose algorithm

based on indirection vectors [17], which is well-suited to

sparse matrices that lack predictable characteristics.
The ML implementation was purely functional and used

dynamically dimensioned arrays, which were implemented

using immutable one-dimensional vectors; each subscript op-
eration included two bounds checks. Both C implementa-
tions used statically allocated two-dimensional arrays (with-
out bounds checking), and were compiled by gcc (version
2.3.2) with -02 optimization. The input matrices contained

untagged pseudo-random 16-bit integers; sparse matrices
were 90~o zero, and the non-zero elements were randomly
located.

Figure 2 compares the overall execution times, includ-
ing time spent generating code, of the ML code compiled
by FABrUSwith the C code, on both dense and sparse matri-

ces. Without run-time code generation the ML code was
nearly twice as slow as the conventional C code, mainly

because of array-bounds checking. Run-time code gener-
ation significantly improved its performance on both dense

and sparse inputs, even for small inputs. On dense input
the FABIuS-generated code matched the performance of the
special-purpose C code and was 107o slower than the con-
ventional C code on 200 x 200 matrices. On sparse input
the FABIUS-generated code was a factor of 4.5 faster than the
conventional C code on 200 x 200 matrices, and only 39yo

slower than the special-purpose C code. Similar improve-

ments were also observed for floating-point matrix multiply.
The time spent generating and managing code at run

time was insignificant, representing less than one percent of

the overall execution time. The cost of run-time code gener-
ation was recovered even for small matrices: the break-even

point for n x n dense matrices was n = 20, and the break-

even point for sparse matrices was n = 2. An average of 4.7
instructions were required to generate an instruction at run
time. Space usage was significant, however. At n = 200,
each dot-product function created at run time required 6.25
kilobytes (although better scheduling could reduce this by

25%). Efficient reuse of code space is clearly a requirement:
wit bout it, the total memory footprint is over a megabyte

for large matrices.

4.2 Packet Filtering

A packet filter is a procedure invoked by an operating system
kernel to select network packets for delivery to a user-level
process. To avoid the overhead of context switching on every
packet, a packet filter must be kernel resident. But kernel
residence has a dk.tinct disadvantage: it can be difficult for
user-level processes to specify precisely the types of packets
they wish to receive, because packet selection criteria can be
quite complicated. Many useless packets may be delivered
as a result, with a consequent degradation of performance.

A commonly adopted solution to this problem is to pa-
rametrize a packet filter by a selection predicate that is

dynamically constructed by a user-level process [30, 29]. A
selection predicate is expressed in the abstract syntax of a
“safe” or easily verified programming language, so that it
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can be trusted by the kernel. But this approach has sub-
stantial overhead: the selection predicate is reinterpreted
every time a packet is received.

Run-time code generation can eliminate the overhead of
interpretation by compiling a selection predicate into trusted
native code. More generally, run-time code generation can
allow a kernel to efficiently execute “agents” supplied by
user-level processes while avoiding context switches. Such
an approach has also been investigated by others [5, 18].

To investigate the feasibility of this idea, we implementetl
the BSD packet filter language [29] using FABIUS and com-

pared its performance to BPF, a kernel-resident interpreter
implemented in C [28]. The interpreter shown in Figure 3
is a simple ML function, called eval, that is parameterized

by the filter program, a network packet, and variables that

encode the machine state. Note that eval is curried: when
applied to a filter program and a program counter, the re-

sult is a finci!ion that is parameterized by the machine state

and the packet. As with the matrix-multiply example, eval

is written as an ordinary ML function, with no explicit indi-

cation of run-time code generation (in fact, it is still a legal

ML program) and no specification of staging of computa-
tions beyond the currying of its arguments.

FABIUS compiles eval into a run-time code generator
that evaluates all of the operations involving the filter pro-

gram (such as instruction decoding) and generates code for
all operations involving the packet data and the machine

state. For example, consider the following filter program,
which selects packets whose Ethernet type field specifies an

1P packet:

LD 4 ; Accum. gets 5th pkt word.
RSH 16 ; Shift, yielding type field.
JEQ ETH.IP , L1 ; Is this an 1P packet?

RET i ; If so, accept.
L1 : RET O

The following MIPS code is generated for this packet filter
at run time: 0

move St, 4
slt $t, $t, $n

beq $t, $0, L1

lW $a, i6($p)

srl $a, $a, 16
move $t, ETH-IP

beq $a, $t, L2
move $r, O

j L3
L2 : move $r, 1

L3: j L4
Li : li $r, -1

L4: jr $ra

; Is offset < pkt size?

; Accum. gets 5th pkt word.

; Shift, yielding type field.

; Is this an 1P packet?
; Reject if not.

; Else accept.

; Indexing error.

This code is not quite optimal because the run-time code
generator has failed to eliminate two jumps whose targets

are jumps. But it does demonstrate several interesting run-
time optimizations:

● The most beneficial optimization is a kind of run-time

loop invariant removal: all operations involving the

packet filter and the program counter, such as instruc-
tion fetching and decoding, have been performed by
the code generator.

s~ymboli~ ~egi~ter ~am~s have been added fOr ClaritY: $a cOntain$

the accumulator, $P is a pointer to the Packet, % is the number of
words in the packet, $r is the result register, and $t is a temporary.
Delay slots are omitted; all are filled with nop instructions.

●

●

●

Run-time “constant” propagation has embedded val-
ues from the filter program (such as the load offset, the
shift amount, and the ETH.IP constant) as immediate

in the run-time generated code.

Run-time “constant” foldhg has also occurred: be-
cause the load offset is a run-time “constant,” the

code generator has folded the index scaling implicit

in “pkt sub k.” The resulting byte offset is used in a
load-immediate instruction.

Run-time inlining has eliminated all of the tail-recur-

sive calls in eval~ These jumps are performed by the
code generator, not the generated code.

Larger packet filter programs show similar improvements.

Figure 4 compares the overall execution times of the FABIUS
packet filter implementation (including time spent generat-

ing code) to the BPF implementation in C, using a packet

filter that selects non-fragmentary TCP/IP packets destined
for a Telnet port. This packet filter must parse the 1P

header, the length of which may vary, to determine the lo-

cation of the TCP destination port. To reliably compare

execution times, we obtained five sample packet traces by
eavesdropping on a busy CMU network, and we averaged

execution times over these traces as a precaution against
abnormal packet mixes. We modified the BPF interpreter

to read packets from these trace files, compiled it with -02

optimization, and executed it in user mode. The timings re-
ported here exclude the time required to read packets from

the trace files.
As the figure demonstrates, the time spent generating

code at run time was quickly repaid: the FABIUS implemen-
tation broke even with BPF after approximately 250 pack-

ets. After only 1000 packets, execution time was reduced
by 30.3%. The time spent generating code was brief, to-
talling 1.3 ms. Instrumentation revealed that the run-time

code generator executed an average of only 5.6 instructions
per instruction generated. The run-time generated code re-

quired an average of 8.3 ps to process a packet, whereas

BPF averaged 13.7 ps per packet.

Space usage was insignificant. The abstract syntax of
the packet filter program occupied 34 words in both imple-

mentations, and the FABIUS implementation generated 85
instructions at run time. The run-time code generator per-

formed a small amount of heap allocation (43 words), but
none was required by the run-time generated code. Stack us-
age was also insignificant, because tail-recursive calls were
compiled into jumps.

4.3 Additional Benchmarks

We now briefly summarize our experience with seven ad-

ditional benchmark programs written in ML. Some of the

benchmarks are trivial in size, such as a three-line function
for determining set membership, but are significant because
of their widespread use in ML programs. Others represent

real-world applications, such as a program that determines
the three-dimensional structure of RNA molecules.

Figure 5 shows the overall execution times of six of the
seven benchmarks for varying input sizes (the input size of
the seventh benchmark cannot be varied). In the interest
of brevity, we simply compare the performance of FABIUS-

generated code with and without run-time code generation
(using curried and uncurried functions, respectively), and
we do not report details of space usage, which was generally
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val eval : int vector * int -> lnt * lnt * lnt vector * int vector -> int

fun eval (filter, PC) (a, x, mem, pkt) =
let val pc = pc + 2

in

if pc >= length filter then ‘1 else

let val instr = filter sub pc

val opcode = instr >> 16

in
(* Load pa&et word at,immediateoffsetinto accumulator. *)

if opcode = LD-ABS then

let val k = filter sub (pc+l)
in

if k >= length pkt then ‘1
else eval (filter, pc) (pkt sub k, x, mem, pkt)

end

. . .
(* Jump if accumulator equals immediate. *)

else if opcode = JEQ-K then
ifs= filter sub (pc+l) then

eval (filter, pc + ((instr >> 8) andb 255)) (a, x, mem, pkt)

else eval (filter, pc + (instr sndb 255)) (a, x, mem, pkt)

. . .
end

end

Figure 3: Packet filter interpreter

The BSD packet filter language is comprised of RISC-Iike instructions for a simple abstract

machine with an accumulator, an index register, and a small scratch memory. The abstract
machine is made “safe” by confining memory references to the packet data and scratch

memory and by forbidding backwards jumps. Instructions are encoded as pairs of 32-
bit words. The ilrst word specifies a 16-bit opcode and, optionally, a pair of 8-bit branch

offsets. The second word specifies an immediate valuethat can beusedfor ALUoperations

and memory indexing.
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Figure 4: Run-time code generation for a packet filter
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li

beq

li

beq
li

beq
. . . .

Ll: li

L2: j
L3: li
L4: j
L5: li
L6: jr

$tmp, 3

$arg, $tmp, L5

$%rnp, 2

$arg, $tmp, L3
$tmp, 1
$arg, $tmp, L1
; Else signal an error.

$result, 1
L4

$result, 2
L6

$result, 3
$ra

Figure 6: An executable association list

low. Thetotal cost ofrun-time code generation varied from

one benchmark to the next, but its relative cost was low,

averaging roughly six cycles per generated instruction.

The fist benchmark (Figure 5a) isaniterative solver for
sparse linear systems of equations, adapted from [37]. It
is based on the conjugate gradient method, which finds so-
lutions to systems of equations of the form Ax = b, where

A is a square, symmetric, positive-definite matrix of double-
floating-point values. This program is amenable to run-time

code generation because the coefficient matrix, A, is mul-

tiplied with the gradient direction vector on each iteration,
but never varies. The system of equations used as input

was tri-diagonal, and as the graph demonstrates, run-time
code generation was able to exploit this sparsity, yieldlng a

2.4-fold speedup for a system of 200 equations. Because the
cost of run-time code generation was low, performance on

smaller systems of equations was also superior to the stati-
cally optimized code.

Figure 5(b) demonstrates the improvement obtained in a
regular-expression matching algorithm using run-time code

generation. Unlike Thompson’s compiler for regulw expres-
sions [35], our program is a simple bxktracking interpreter.

FABIUS compiled it into a code generator that, given a reg-

ular expression, creates a finite state machine (in native
MIPS code). The input was a regular expression describing

words containing the five vowels in order (e.g. “facetious”),
matched against the first n lines of /usr/diet/words. A
significant speedup was observed even for small input sizes:
the cost of run-time code generation waa recovered after only

20 matches, and a 3.4-fold speedup was attained for 200
mat ches.

Association lists are a common data structure in ML pro-

grams; they are often used as symbol tables, mapping keys
of one type to values of another. Looking up a value in
an association list can be time consuming: two memory ac-
cesses are required to fetch the key of the entry at the head

of the list, and if it does not match an additional mem-
ory access is required to locate the next entry. Figure 5(c)
demonstrates that run-time code generation can amortize
this overhead when multiple lookups are performed on the
same aasociat ion list. FABKJS automatically compiles a cur-
ried lookup function into a code generator that, in essence,
creates executable data structures [26] that require no mem-
ory accesses; a sample of the lookup code generated at run
time is contained in Figure 6.

The task of determining set membership is also well suit-

ed to run-time code generation, because repeated member-

ship tests on the same set require duplicate effort that can be

amortized. Figure 5(d) demonstrates the effect of run-time

code generation on a simple curried membership function

written in ML, and Figure 5(e) shows the performance im-
provement observed in a commonly used ML benchmark,

Conway’s game of life (adapted from [2]), which uses a set
to record the locations of living cells.

Run-time code generation does not always improve per-
formance, of course. One promising application we consid-
ered was an insertion sort, which repeatedly chooses a string

from the head of a list and compares it to the rest of the

strings in the list until a lexically greater one is found. If
the lexical comparison function is curried, FABIUS compiles

it into a code generator that performs all of the subscript-

ing operations on the first string and unrolls the comparison

loop, yielding a nest of comparisons involving constant char-

acters. As Figure 5(f) demonstrates, however, optimizing

the lexical comparison function at run time does not im-
prove performance, despite using input that requires many

repeated comparisons to sort (in this case, a reverse-sorted
prefix of /usr/diet /words). In practice, most lexical com-
parisons do not examine more than two or three characters

of each string, so the time spent generating code for the
remaining characters is wasted.

We also experimented with the Pseudoknot benchmark

[19], which is a floating-point intensive program that at-

tempts to determine the three-dimensional structure of por-

tions of RNA molecules using constraint satisfaction and
backtracking search. Each step of the search investigates

possible placements of a nucleotide by checking whether
these placements violate certain constraints, which are spec-
ified as input to the program. The constraint-checking step

is actually unnecessary for most nucleotides, but the general-
purpose nature of the program does not allow this property

to be exploited by compile-time optimization. We used
FABIUS to create a specialized search function that performs
constraint checking only when truly necessary. However, do-
ing so did not have the desired effect: overall execution time
was reduced by approximately five percent (the problem size

was fixed). This appears to be due to a peculiar property

of the problem domain: nucleotides that do not require con-
straint checking have very few possible placements, so the

overhead eliminated by run-time code generation was not

large enough to repay the cost of run-time optimization.
Even when no significant improvements are to be had,

the low cost of run-time code generation means that compa-

rable performance is still possible. This greatly reduces the
risk of automating the staging decisions in the compiler.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have implemented an approach to run-time code gen-
eration that is both principled and practical. The use of
ML allows the compiler to perform run-time optimizations
with little effort on the part of the programmer. It also fa-

cilitates a substantial use of partial evaluation techniques
to optimize the optimization process. Indeed, keeping the
cost of run-time code generation low appears to be critical

for languages such as ML, because typical programs do not
manipulate large data sets and cannot easily amortize the
cost incurred by a general-purpose run-time compiler.
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Further experimentation will be required to fully evalu-
ate the progress that has been made thus far, and we have
identified numerous areaa for further research. We are cur-

rently extending the prototype FABIUS compiler to support

a richer source language, includlng mutable data structures

and higher-order functions. We also plan to investigate the

feasibility of run-time register assignment, scheduling, and

other run-time optimizations.

We have postponed implementing a major component of
the FABIUS system, a tagging scheme for integers and point-

ers, because of recent advances in type-directed compilation.
Existing ML compilers commonly use tags to distinguish

between integers and pointers to support efficient garbage
collection, but this approach has undesirable side effects:

integers are restricted to 31 bits and numerous tagging and

unt agging operations are involved in arithmetic operations.
The TIL compiler project [34] has shown that a principled

use of types at compile time and run time permits most
ML code to be compiled into tag-free, monomorphic code.

Hence, we have focused on efficiently compiling such code
and have ignored the problem of tagging.

Our experience with benchmark programs haa led us to
the conclusion that this technology is usable but not yet

foolproof. The use of a high-level programming language

greatly reduces the programmer effort required to make use
of run-time code generation, but it can be difficult for the
programmer to predict program behavior. Memorization can
be expensive and is sometimes ineffective, and the heuristic

we employ to control run-time inlining occasionally leads to
over-specifllzation or under-specialization. Recent advances

in type theory have suggested a mechanism for providing

better feedback to programmers [12].

Ultimately, the feasibility of deferred compilation will
have to be demonstrated on larger, more realistic programs.

It is encouraging to see that a prototype such as FABIUS can

already achieve good results.
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